DISCLAIMER

THIS WEBSITE IS NOT DESIGNED TO, AND DOES NOT, PROVIDE MEDICAL ADVICE.

All content (“content”), including text, graphics, images and information available on or through this web site are for general informational purposes only. The content is not intended to be a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis or treatment.

NEVER DISREGARD PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL ADVICE, OR DELAY IN SEEKING IT, BECAUSE OF SOMETHING YOU HAVE READ ON THIS WEBSITE. NEVER RELY ON INFORMATION ON THIS WEB SITE IN PLACE OF SEEKING PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL ADVICE.

PLASTIC SURGERY & DERMATOLOGY OF NYC AND ELIE LEVINE, M.D. AND JODY A. LEVINE, M.D. ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE OR LIABLE FOR ANY ADVICE, COURSE OF TREATMENT, DIAGNOSIS OR ANY OTHER INFORMATION, SERVICES OR PRODUCTS THAT YOU OBTAIN THROUGH THIS SITE.

Confirm information with other sources and your doctor. You are encouraged to confer with your doctor with regard to information contained on or through this web site. After reading articles or other content from this web site, you are encouraged to review the information carefully with your professional health-care provider.

If you think you may have a medical emergency, call your doctor or 911 immediately.

DO NOT USE THIS WEBSITE FOR EMERGENCIES.

No endorsements: Plastic Surgery & Dermatology of NYC, does not recommend or endorse any specific tests, products, procedures, opinions, physicians, clinics or other information that may be mentioned or referenced on this web site. The advertisers who purchase banners or otherwise sponsor or support Plastic Surgery & Dermatology of NYC and this web site have no influence on the editorial content or presentation, and the posting of advertisements is not to be taken as an implied or expressed endorsement of any such product or service.

Rely at your own risk: RELIANCE ON ANY INFORMATION ON THIS WEB SITE IS SOLELY AT YOUR OWN RISK.

Potentially offensive materials: This web site may contain health or medical related materials which you may find to be sexually explicit or otherwise offensive. Plastic Surgery & Dermatology of NYC, its licensors, and its suppliers accept no responsibility for such materials.